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Meeting is at 8pm at Pierson Center this Tuesday the 10th. It will be
a contest month so bring out what you have been working on.

Associate Editor Jeff Edge

We will talk about upcoming build weekend and the annual
Christmas party.

Club Dues

Any issues, problems, questions, model building techniques or how
to tips that anyone would like addressed then please bring them on
Tuesday.

$12 Non-IPMS US members: $15
Juniors: $5
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Greetings to all,

Happy New Year and welcome to 2017. Hope the holidays went well for you and your families.
Let’s start the New Year off with a BANG by planning to attend our club’s Winter Build
Weekend. From Friday, Jan 20 to Sunday, Jan 22, it’ll be 3 days of glorious sprue stretching
and finger gluing!! Just like our Summer edition, we’ll have a Saturday afternoon cookout.
Everyone is invited to bring a contribution to the feast table, but you’ll have to pony up $5 to
sample the fine cuisine, compliments of chef Darla. (yes, hamburgers and fixin’s)
We’ll watch movies all day, (and night), exchange insults toward our mothers and just have a
rockin’ good time working on plastic projects with our fellow club nerds! Even if you don’t bring
anything to work on, you can still stop by and join in on the insults.
Times:

Friday, Jan 20th

3pm-at least 8pm

Saturday, Jan 21st Noon- Who knows?
Sunday, Jan 22nd

10am-2pm

I look forward to seeing you all there at some point during the weekend.
Bob (I’m gonna build something this year!) Blevins
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Gentleman,

With the new year comes new challenges. Basically what models do you either finish, or do
you start and pretend you have none started already. Don’t stress either way, when they
shovel that last load of dirt on top of you, your basement will still be full of kits. Some finished
and some not. It’s a hobby so have fun doing it. Speaking of model kits and being
underground its time to start talking about the most wonderful event of the year.
No its not the annual “Steve Grigg Saturday night Hot Tub/Disco Party”, which is surprisingly
well attended. I am talking about the annual IPMS Christmas Party. The event which
combines everything that modelers like. Judging fellow modelers kits, eating salty, sweet and
crunchy foods, and the biggest raffle one basement can hold. Now every year we get a few
more members and a few who get brave enough to come to the event. Wives are also
encouraged to attend.Here is what happens. It will occur at 4pm on Saturday February 11 th.
My address is 33453 Bobrich, Livonia. If you need directions let me know. The party kicks off
with our model of the year contest. This is where you bring out any model you have built in the
last year and we judge it for Model of the Year. A nifty trophy is given for that one.
Next comes the snacking, socializing, drinking of beer and general bs’ing about what a great
deal you got on a model recently. Then Jeff Edge will bring out some crazy Japanese model
from a Korean Company purchased from a Chinese brother living in Uzbekistan. This is just
the tip of the iceberg. The club then generously provides a healthy and nutritious meal of pizza
and pop. I do encourage an appetizer to pass so that nobody passes out from hunger before
the pizza arrives. Beer is encouraged to make listening to other club members more palatable.
At least I will be drinking beer.
Then we have our raffle. This is where all who attend bring the models they know they will not
build or no longer want and we stack them in a big pile and we raffle the madness off. Now the
raffle stack has been getting a little thin the last couple years of decent kits, so its time to
encourage a little shelf digging to bring out some good ones that people will really want. And
try not to bring out some busted down smack that is missing parts and nobody wants. Keep
that at home. All proceeds go to the club. It is a ton of fun and after the raffle we barter back
and forth with each other. After all that, you can stay and hang out or go home. I am home so I
don’t care what happens.
Ian
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Pak Krote from Ma.K
Review From: Robodaz on Hobbylink TV

2015
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Kitbashers!
Yokoyama Kow is one of the masters of kitbashing: that noble hobby art of taking all manner of gubbins
from a variety of model kits and stuffing them all together (perhaps with some modeling putty) to create
something totally new.
More than mere modding. More than simple styling. Kitbashing is an art unto itself and gives its adherents
2015
something of an opportunity to wade out into the deeper waters of modeling.
And you’d be very surprised just who was a fan of this quaint practice, and what they produced.

Surprised?
Don’t be. From the early post war period, cinema and TV model makers have been cannibalizing
commercial model kits for their journeys into space (and beyond), as it helped cut down on the time taken to
put shooting models together, as the pre-molded components often provided details which would otherwise
have taken days to carve into shooting props.
This was certainly the case in Star Wars and the men* who brought the Falcon to life: Colin
Cantwell and Ralph McQuarrie. When the artist and the modeler sat down together and began working from
concepts to shooting models and onto sets they sent out hordes of gophers to raid all the model shops
around Pinewood and had them bring back as much WWII heavy armor and aircraft as possible.
Now, this is a touchy subject with some fans, and I’ve had more than one lashing over exactly who did what
in the process of designing the Falcon (as well as the world of Star Wars), so I’ll direct you to this excellent
page, which goes over the murky history of the making of this most iconic of iconic spaceship
models: Kitbashed.com’s guide to the Millennium Falcon.
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All that pipework on the ship, the fiddly little bits, and odd little details. There’s a good chance
that they came off a P51 Mustang, or HMS Hood, a Willis Jeep or, (infamously) a 1/35 Tamiya
German Panther tank – seriously, almost every big film SF model I have ever encountered over
the years seems to have made use of that same engine cover from the rear deck of the Panther
tank… It is almost something of a jape, especially with Anderson Fans.
Mind you… Even that is not nearly as batty as the orange/lemon squeezer in Thunderbird 1’s
launch bay.
I’ve seen it on Star Wars models, Space 1999 vehicles, Battle Beyond the Stars props, and
seemingly everything in between — though you can see why it would make a good deck plating.
The point here though is not to get bogged down in the minutiae of model making for film, but
simply to get over the idea that kitbashing is a noble and widely practiced art – and has been for
decades, which is where we get back to Master Yokoyama.
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Big Ma.K
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https://youtu.be/EzRKS0bNStg.
What we know today as Maschinen Krieger ZbV 3000, now under the sole control of Master Yokoyama,
began under the same SF3D in the magazine Hobby Japan (running from 1982-1985 initially) as a series
of fictitious future war stories (By Yokoyama, Ichimura Hiroshi and Imai Kunitaki), which were
supplemented by the artwork and kitbashed/scratchbuilt models of master Yokoyama himself.
The creators wanted to tell a tale which was as gritty and real as the images of WWII, Korea, and Vietnam
with which they were so familiar as young modelers/writers/artists, almost as if they were intentionally
rejecting the colourful, even sterile anime warfare which had been their realm in childhood.
As a consequence, the models and art which came out of this fertile period of growth had the feeling of a
‘Future Past’ in which the technology was deceptively familiar and yet infuriatingly alien.
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Nazis in Space?

It was certainly a grim and gritty series of stories which, owing to the creator’s fascination with the design
aesthetics of WWII German technology, led some fans in the West (even now) to suppose that
SF3D/MaK was something of a paean to the Second World War projected into the future, which is very
far from the truth: it is just a matter of an aesthetic which blended tank, plane, helicopter, car, truck,
2015ship,
rocket, building, and sub kit parts with the sort of imagination which was being fertilized by the filmmaking of the era, the model makers of which (as I mentioned above) had brought us Star Wars, Mad
Max 2, Blade Runner, Star Trek, and even Originally, Master Yokoyama based his work on a series of
power armor suits which have become the ‘core’ of the line.

However, as time went on, and the narrative of the SF3D/Ma.K world developed (some might say into an
incomprehensible mess), it necessitated the creation of a range of other vehicles to round out the
opposing forces of this future conflict: aircraft, tanks, large walkers, AG vehicles, hovercraft and so on
(the following images come via the galleries of the excellent Ma.K
site http://www.maschinenkrueger.com).
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So popular did the idea become that the model company Nitto issued a good number of kits based on
the Hobby Japan kitbashes and scratchbuilds, which were popular with modelers and helped catapult
SF3D out of the niche market and into the general SF model fandom.
The Winds of Change…
2015
However, and perhaps as a result of the increase in popularity and profitability, in the 1986 things
came
to something of a head, as a copyright battle between publishers and creators resulted in Hobby Japan
taking Occam’s position on problem resolution, and cut the series from the magazine entirely.
Tying up actual ownership of SF3D in the courts for many years, Master Yokoyama was forced to
cease all work, Nitto was unable to issue kits, and for nigh on to a decade, nothing stirred as each side
in the dispute stuck to their guns.
However, in 1997 the matter was legally resolved in the favor of Master Yokoyama (as the original
creator) and, thankfully, matters with Hobby Japan were patched up so that SF3D – now
renamed Maschinen Krieger ZbV3000, or Ma.K for short – came back to both print and the model
world.
Since then, the Master has gone from issuing a number of books to try and streamline the convoluted
narrative and overseeing a restored (even expanded) line of models – now supported by
the Wave company, which has both reissued old Nitto kits and put out new Yokoyama designs.
Including the kit under consideration today: the Pak Krote, in 1/20 scale.
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Here is another link to see a build of this model.
http://www.hobbylink.tv/120-ma-k-pak-krote-by-wave-part-two-build-and-the-yokoyama-army.
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IPMS Livonia 2017 Calendar
Jan 10th - Model of Month contest
Feb 14th- "Weathering Night"... Pigments, Oil Weathering,
Modulation, etc.
Feb 11th- Livonia Christmas Party at Ian Dows house.
Mar 14th- M.O.M. and Sprue Stretching Demo
Apr 11th- "Glue Night"...Liquid, C/A, Clear Parts, Gluing resin and
P.E.
May 9th- M.O.M.
June 13th- "Sci-Fi" Theme Contest (details to follow)
July 11th- M.O.M. and P.E. Tools and Tips
Aug 8th- "Ground Work Night"...Water Effects, Trees and Plants,
etc.
Sept 12th- M.O.M.
Oct 10th- "Putty Night" (round table discussion)- Bring Your
Putty and Tools
Nov 14th- M.O.M. and "Unusual Tool Night" (details to follow)
Dec 12th- "Rigging for Bi-Planes"
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Contest Corner
Model of the Year Standings 2017

2015

It’s the start of a New Year Gentleman. Time to fill this
page with points.
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Mess Hall
By Grunty the Magic Pig

2015
Vietnamese Beef Pho’
For the beef broth:
1 large onion, halved
Two 3-inch pieces fresh ginger
6 quarts water or chicken broth
4 lbs beef brisket, top round,
cheeks or oxtail or a combination
6 garlic cloves
2 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoon black peppercorn
1 tablespoon fish sauce
4 star anise
3 whole cloves
1 black cardamom pod
1/2 cinnamon stick
1/2 teaspoon fennel seeds
1/2 teaspoon coriander seeds
Sea salt
For the beef pho’:
2 tablespoons fish sauce
8 ounces rice noodles
2 cups bean sprouts
white onion, finely sliced
1/4 cup fresh cilantro
1/4 cup mint leaves
1/2 cup Thai basil
4 scallions, sliced
Thai bird chili, sliced
3 limes
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For the beef broth:

1.Heat a heavy pan or cast iron over high heat. Add the onions halves
cut side down and the ginger pieces and cook until well charred (black)
2015
on all sides.
2.Fill a stock pot with 6 quarts of cold water or chicken broth, or a
combination of both. Add the beef brisket, top round and/or oxtail and
bring to a simmer. Skim and discard the foam that comes to the surface
and add the charred onion, ginger, garlic, sugar, peppercorns, fish
sauce, star anise, cloves, cardamom, fennel seeds, coriander seeds, and
a large pinch of sea salt. Bring to a simmer. Cook for 2 1/2 hours, until
the meat is fork tender. Turn off the heat and cool. Refrigerate overnight.
3.Remove the fat from the broth, strain into a clean pot and bring to a
simmer. Add fish sauce to taste. Season with salt and pepper.
For the beef pho’:
1.Bring a large pot of water to a boil and cook the rice noodles until
tender. Drain and rinse the noodles.
2.Divide the rice noodles among the bowls, add some of the meat, bean
sprouts, onions, cilantro, mint, basil and scallions.
3.Add some of the hot beef broth to each bowl and serve with lime
wedges and sliced hot chilis.
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